THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR 2020 DONORS. WE ARE SO GRATEFUL FOR YOUR SUPPORT WHICH ALLOWED US TO CONTINUE TO WELCOME VISITORS, COMPLETE PRESERVATION PROJECTS, AND PROVIDE EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES IN THE MOST DIFFICULT OF TIMES.

$10,000+

- National Endowment for Humanities
- Massachusetts Cultural Council
- Mass Humanities
- Bruce J. McLaughlin
- Van Otterloo Family Foundation

$5,000 - $9,999

- Nina and Blake Anderson
- East Boston Savings Bank
- Eastern Bank
- Essex County Community Foundation
- Footprint Power Salem Harbor Station
- Patricia Fae and Galen Ho
- Immersive Worlds, LLC.
- Kara J. McLaughlin and John Keenan
- North of Boston CVB
- Salem Five Charitable Foundation
- The 1911 Trust Company
- Jacqueline M. Washburn and Stanley Szwartz

$1,000 - $4,999

- Anonymous
- Berkshire Bank Foundation, Inc.
- Peter A. Copelas
- Ellen and Philip Dunn
- Harold T. N. Smith Memorial Foundation
- Jay Levy and Karen Rivers
- Jeffrey Huebschmann and Nicole Gakidis
- IRA Toyota of Danvers
- Peter and Joan Johnson
- Richard A. Leavitt and Claire Spofford
- Susan Marshall
- Cynthia McGurren
- Elizabeth McKeigue
- National Grid
- North Shore Bank
- James and Julie Rose
- Robert C. and Stella-Mae Seamans
- George and Isabel Shattuck
- Debbie Slotpole
- Paul and Cynthia Soucy
- Soucy Insurance Agency, Inc.
- The Alison and Frank Quirk Charitable Fund
- The Moses and Minna G. Alpers 1990 Charitable Trust
Anonymous

Julie Arrison-Bishop and David Bishop

Susan Baker

Michael and Linda Blier

Pilar E. and Kathleen Porter Garro

Constance Heinz

Donald and Martha Hodgman

Jean and Douglas Karam

Lisa Kelly and Derek Thompson

Michaeline LaRoche and Robert Ouellette

Mela Lew and Harold Leach

Richard W. Lindeman

Mariflor T. Maulit-Uva and Scott M. Uva

Nicole McLaughlin and Benjamin Waxman

Betsy and Peter Merry

Sharon and Andrew Meyers

Ana Nuncio and Timothy Kenslea

Robert Seamans

Shugrue Family Charitable Fund of The Bank of America Charitable Gift Fund

Marjorie Teele

Kenneth C. Turino and Christopher Mathias

Wild Sea Wellness

$250 - $499

Irene V. Axelrod

Christine D. Barenfeld

Brunonia Barry and Gary Ward

Philip Berube

Brandi Bonds and Jay Summerlin

Hale and Dorothy Bradt

Bruce L. Campbell

Cheese Shop of Salem

Judith Edington

Elizabeth Fragola

Marion and Stanley Freedman-Gurspan

David and Karen Gendall

Kelly Haas

Harbor Sweets

Annie Harris and Andrew Lippman

Carol Hedstrom

Stephen and Darcy Immerman

Timothy and Joanie Ingraham

Kersten L. Lanes

Laurie and Bill Crosley Family Fund

Rosemary K. Loring

Erick Lucera

Marcia MacClary

Matthew E. Murphy and Sarah L. Morrill

Henry and Sandra Newman

Diane and Richard Pabich

Katherine and Walter Palmer

Brian Patrican

Samuel Plimpton and Wendy Shattuck
Lauren Recchia
John and Sarah Seamans
Donna and John Seger
Shaheen, Pallone & Associates
Helen F. Sides and Paul C. Viccica
Marshall B. Strauss and Elaine Geridine
The Benevity Community Impact Fund
The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory
Sarah Wheeler-Gaddipati and Krishna Gaddipati
Susan A. Willis
Robin Woodman and Joan Brennan

$100 - $249
Joel and Mary Abramson
Nancy Anderson and Diane Fawley
Joseph and Paula Axelrod
James and Claire Bailey
Margarita Barresi
Judith A. Bircher
Susan and Bill Bissette
Laura E. Blackerby and Josh Wells
Kate and Andrew Brown
Gifford and Michele Campbell
Victoria Carter
Roberta C. Clement
Lucy Corchado
Joseph and Teri Correnti
R Costello
Marcia S. Coyle
Maureen Dalton
Elizabeth and Paul Debski

Essex Alarm & Security, Inc.
Diane Fawley and Nancy Anderson
Ron and Debbie Fellman
William B. Finch
Jeffrey and Dara Frankel
Nelson Gagnon
Adolfo R. Garcia
Geraldine Griffin and Thomas Foley
David and Laurie Hark
David M. Hart and Barbara A. Cleary
Clare Hayes
Maarten Hemsley
Betsy D. Hyam
Shelby Hypes
Initial Ideas, Inc.
Lisa Johnson
Jennifer Johnson
Misti Kerns
Dean and Elizabeth Lahikainen
Janice L. LeBel
Dawn Livigne
Pamela Lombardini
Nancy and Holger Luther
Thomas MacDonald and William Henning
Stephen and Janis Manning
Lisa Martancik
Larry Maver
Joe McCarran and Deborah Van Etten
Bruce P. Michaud
Daniel R. Michalowski
Lynn Murray
Joseph Napolitano
Peter and Sophia O'Brien
Patricia Pace
Sandra S. Power
Kevin and Mary Quinlan
Donna E. Ryan-Snow
Salt and Pines Films
Sylvia Sarkisyan
Michael K. Schaefer
Campbell and Dale Seamans
Lauren Shidler and William Boutiette
Annabelle Svahn
Philip Svahn
Evana Tamayo
Joan Thayer
Beatrice M. Thenault
Kevin and Deborah Tierney
Dr. William C. Towne
Mary Lou and Paul Tuttle
United Technologies
Patricia D. Valenti
Deborah Van Etten and Joe McCarran
Martha Walton

Under $99
Lisa Ainsworth
Michael Allara
Gillian H. Andrews
Cynthia August
Barbara Baker
Paulette Bakis

Dena E. Barisano
Michael Benac
Jackie Besse
James Bettger
Katherine Bourbeau
Beth A. Bower and Ted Holden
Mary Brault
Gregory Bream
Laurence and Kim Brengle
Marie Brescia
Elizabeth Brong
Karen Brody
Jo and Phillip Broderick
Wendy Burge
Kimberly Calhoun
Joanne Driscoll Campbell
Michele and Gifford Campbell
Claudia Carrasco
Sam Carswell
Aileen Casey
Jeffrey and Katherine Casiglia
Cheryl and Ted Chisholm
Walter Christensen
Jill Christiansen
Daniel Clark
Jen Close
MacKenzie Cook
Jessica Conger-Henry
Catherine D. Costa
Margaret Crosby
Pauline A. Crowninshield
Mary G. Dansreau
Robert Davidson
Gina Deschamps
Michelle DeSousa
Laura and David Dietz
Alicia Diozzi
Hannah S. Diozzi
Christine DiVirgilio
Nicole Douglass
Joseph Drohan
Andrew Duncan
Madeline Duppenthaler
Dorothy Earle
Kathy Egmont
David Finger
Rae and Ardis Francoeur
Raymond and Patricia Freeman-Lynde
Karen Furtado
Karen Gahagan
Jessica Garcia
Sarah Garriepy
Gabrielle Gentzkow
Eileen Geruschkat
Amanda and Ryan Gervais
Neal F. and Mary Anne Gilbert
Johannaesther Glogower
Any Gonzalez-Montero
Network For Good
Erin F. Griffin
Ben Hamilton
Stacey Harvey
Mary P. Hayes
Chelsea Hildreth
Carol Holmes
Lisa Huffman
George G. Irving and Peter Scala
Israel M. Jaramillo
Michael and Elizabeth Judd
Geoffry Juviler
Robert Kavjian
Robert Kessler and Maile Black
Eileen Koch
Leslie H. Lapham
Phil Latourettee
Phyllis LeBlanc
Carey Lengieza
Dean Liedberg
Stacey Linnartz
Adam Ludvigson
Paul J. Luzinski
Lori-Anne Malonson
Kendra Mangan
Paulette Marie
Paula Marcotte
Brad Maxwell
Jason T. Meyers
Michael Milczarek
David Moffat
Paul W. Moore
Nicolette Moriconi
Michael Morrison
Oliver Mueller-Heubach
Maria Mullaney, Blair Steck
Erin Murphy, Danielle Steinmann
Abigail L. Myette, Susan Strauss
Jillian P. Nebesar, Kimberly J. Sullivan
Shayla Nickles, Averil Svahn
Kathleen Ogle, Jeff Swartz
Julie O’Meara, Rebecca E. Sweet
Jean Marie Procious and John Owen, Jaimee Thews
Jennifer Pursley, Erica Thompson
Jay Quarantello, Luism Tobon
Marilyn Rackley, Michaeld Tocci
Charles Raymond, Randy Traini
Aundrea Redfield, Kirsten Turrell
Jaddy Reyes, Kiara Urena
Paul Riopelle, John Vail
Matthew E. Roca, Olga Valentine
Andrew Rohan, Carla Van Bennekom
Joshua Rosenbaum, Jacqueline and Adam Varney
Donald F. Ross, Louis G. Veitz
Scott Ruescher, Susan Wade
Susan and Thomas Ryan, James Ware
Gail Sados, Brian Warfield
Donald Sadoski, Eleanor Waxman
Nicholasa Sanfilippo, Amanda Welsh
Sara Shanahan, Tara Werkheiser
Anand Siva, Roberta and Michael Whelan
Lorna Smith, Kassidy Whetstone
Gus and Ann Sousa, Frances and Jerome Wilson
Landon Spada, Barbara Wionceck and Stanley Wrobel
Linda M. Stark, Joe W. Wojak
Richard Stafford and Perla Pegeuro, Dean Zwicker
In Kind Donations

Julie Arrison-Bishop

Susan and Bill Bissette

Gorman Richardson Lewis Architects

Daniel Doke Portraits

Ledger and Chef Daniel Gursha

Rusty & Ingrid

The Benson Gallery

Wild Sea Wellness

Todd and Kimberly Waller

Jacqueline Washburn and Stanley Szwartz

Robin Woodman and Joan Brennan